Introduction
Genetic mechanisms of body weight regulation are complex; there is presumably a substantial number of genes involved in common obesity. Gene variants (alleles) that have a small influence on body weight are termed polygenes. Alleles associated with obesity are common in the general population. Those polygenic variants presumably account for most of the genetic variation relevant in human body weight regulation; obesity results via the interaction of several of such polygenic variants and their combined interaction with environmental factors. Interindividual heterogeneity is most likely pronounced and implies that the specific set of polygenes entailing obesity in one individual is unlikely to be the same in another randomly selected obese subject. Most of the initially confirmed genetic influences on obesity were found to be conferred by a single gene either with a recessive (e.g. resulting in leptin deficiency) or dominant (e.g. reduction in melanocortin-4 receptor tone) mode of inheritance. In contrast, polygenic effects are each rather small, a single polygene frequently affects a substantial proportion of obese individuals and, to a somewhat lesser extent, normal weight and even lean individuals. Associations between genetic variants and common human disorders such as obesity could have implications for diagnosis and risk prediction, prevention and treatment. Two gene variants with small but replicable effects on body weight have unambiguously been identified so far (melanocortin-4 receptor gene (MC4R) [1] [2] [3] ; fat mass and obesity associated gene (FTO) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ); for a third one (insulin-induced gene 2 (INSIG2)), initial positive data were not confirmed by others [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] so that a final evaluation of the role of this gene in weight regulation is currently awaited.
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Summary
The molecular genetic analysis of obesity has led to the identification of a limited number of confirmed major genes. While such major genes have a clear influence on the development of the phenotype, the underlying mutations are however (extremely) infrequent and thus of minor clinical importance only. The genetic predisposition to obesity must thus be polygenic; a number of such variants should be found in most obese subjects; however, these variants predisposing to obesity are also found in normal weight and even lean individuals. Therefore, a polygene can only be identified and validated by statistical analyses: the appropriate gene variant (allele) occurs more frequently in obese than in non-obese subjects. Each single polygene makes only a small contribution to the development of obesity. The 103Ile allele of the Val103Ile single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of the melanocortin-4 receptor gene (MC4R) was the first confirmed polygenetic variant with an influence on the body mass index (BMI); the more common Val103 allele is more frequent in obese individuals. As determined in a recent, large-scaled meta-analysis the effect size of this allele on mean BMI was approximately -0.5 kg/m 2 . The first genome-wide association study (GWA) for obesity, based on approximately 100,000 SNPs analyzed in families of the Framingham study, revealed that a SNP in the proximity of the insulin-induced gene 2 (INSIG2) was associated with obesity. The positive result was replicated in independent samples; however, some other study groups detected no association. Currently, a meta-analysis is ongoing; its result will contribute to the evaluation of the importance of the INSIG2 polymorphism in body weight regulation. SNP alleles in intron 1 of the fat mass and obesity associated gene (FTO) confer the most relevant polygenic effect on obesity. In the first GWA for extreme early onset obesity we substantiated that variation in FTO strongly contributes to early onset obesity.
Methodological Approaches Used for Detection of Obesity Genes
Two major routes have been followed for the detection and analysis of a candidate gene (polygene or major gene) in body weight regulation.
Candidate Gene Analyses
Several genes have been analyzed in humans because they were found to be involved in central or peripheral pathways controlling energy intake and expenditure in animal models. Identification of a candidate gene can also be based on other knowledge, for instance pharmacological findings or location of a gene within a linkage region. A huge number of association studies for obesity involving cases and controls or, less frequently, families comprising one or more affected children and both parents have been performed; for a small number of genes meta-analyses have been carried out. A current list of positive results is depicted in the online version of the 'Obesity Gene Map' (http://obesitygene.pbrc.edu/). The respective last print version [14] lists positive associations for obesity phenotypes for a total of 113 candidate genes (e.g. uncoupling protein 2 and 3 (UCP2 and UCP3), beta-3-adrenergic receptor (B3AR), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma (PPARG)). However, only for 18 genes a minimum of five positive studies had been reported; frequently the study groups were small [14] . The first truly validated polygenic effect on body weight (Val103Ile polymorphism in MC4R) was detected via a candidate gene analysis [1] .
Genome-Wide Approaches

Genome-Wide Linkage Scans
Genome-wide linkage scans identify chromosomal regions harboring one or more genes relevant for the respective phenotype. The regions underlying linkage peaks are narrowed down by fine mapping so that candidate gene analyses can be pursued. Several microsatellite-based genome-wide linkage scans have been performed for obesity in adults. Because single formal genetic studies suggest a higher heritability of body weight in adolescence [15] and because genes that influence body weight in adulthood might not be the same as those that are relevant in childhood and adolescence [16] , whole genome scans were also performed in young obese individuals. However, the number of linkage studies in early-onset obesity is rather small [17] [18] [19] . Although linkage studies have been performed for obesity and related phenotypes since 1997 [20] , it took until 2003 to identify two candidate genes possibly underlying the linkage peaks on chromosomes 10 or X [21, 22] ; neither of the two genes has been unequivocally validated in several large and independent samples. In 2005, the first candi- Hinney/Hebebrand date gene for early onset obesity detected via a genome linkage scan was identified (ENPP1) [23] ; attempts are ongoing to validate this association. Interestingly, the region on chromosome 16 harboring the currently most relevant polygene FTO (see below) was detected in a meta-analysis of 37 genomewide linkage studies comprising data on more than 31,000 individuals from over 10,000 families [24] . However, the combined analysis of these genome-wide linkage studies revealed that, despite having substantial statistical power, specific chromosomal regions for BMI or obesity were not unequivocally detected [24] . This most likely indicates that the effect sizes of genes influencing adiposity are small to very small, and, in addition, suggests substantial genetic heterogeneity and variable dependence on environmental factors. In general, linkage studies have primarily been successful in detecting genes underlying monogenic disorders; however, they have only limited power to detect the genes of modest or small effect (oligogenes, polygenes) underlying complex disorders. To detect such polygenes, thousands of sib-pairs would be required [25] .
Genome-Wide Association Studies
Genome-wide association (GWA) approaches have a far greater power to detect these minor gene effects [25] . In 2006 and 2007 the first two polygenes were identified by GWA studies. Current advances in chip technology made high-density single nucleotide polymorphism(SNP)-based GWA studies feasible, which only recently have led to the identification of a number of confirmed genes for different complex disorders [26] .
The Importance of Validating Initial Findings and Determining Effect Sizes
To identify polygenic effects, associations in large and independent samples need to be initially detected and subsequently confirmed to firmly establish the role of a risk allele. In this context, stratification according to weight class is a reasonable approach. Individuals could hence be categorized as underweight, normal weight, overweight, obese or extremely obese; the frequency of an allele predisposing to obesity would accordingly be expected to increase in a systematic fashion. However, initially the direction of the effect of a particular allele is unknown; it could either predispose to obesity or leanness. Based on the thrifty genotype hypothesis [27] it can be speculated that the more common allele should in the majority of cases predispose to obesity; however, the currently very limited number of validated polygenes precludes any systematic assessment. For every particular candidate gene, initial findings need to be confirmed, irrespective of the approach leading to the gene identification [28] . Stringent efforts to confirm (or reject) an original finding are absolutely crucial; due to the low effect sizes and possible gene-environment interactions it is to be expected that several studies will not be able to confirm a true-positive finding.
An impressive amount of positive association studies has been published so far; a systematic follow-up was described just for a minority of these [14] . The majority of positive studies have not been corrected for multiple testing. Different phenotypes are frequently tested for, in addition, subgroup analyses (e.g. based on age or gender) are common. Researchers typically do not correct for the total number of association studies performed by their group. Hence any initially reported 'significant' finding should be viewed critically and not be taken for granted until confirmed in independent, sufficiently powered studies. To avoid publication bias, the scientific community must provide ways and means to publish negative results. The researchers need to be aware of this responsibility. Standards for publication of such negative findings should be high. If negative findings represent an unsuccessful attempt to confirm an initial positive study, the power of the study for the given effect should be stated to allow a better interpretation of the negative results. It is necessary to pursue studies designed to confirm an initial finding in a very systematic fashion and to provide all the information which could later be of importance for a meta-analysis. The scientific community can only obtain a balanced opinion of mixed results obtained in different studies, if samples (and sampling strategies) leading to positive findings are delineated in detail. For this purpose, defined casecontrol and epidemiological/representative population samples could be referred to. Large trio samples allow for transmission disequilibrium tests (TDT) [29] and circumvent the problem of false-positive results based on population stratification. Additionally, meta-analyses are of utmost importance, once a sufficient number of studies has been published. More recently, single large-scale studies have simultaneously reported the initial finding and a meta-analysis based on a larger number of subsequently analyzed study groups [4, 9] . Eventually, a decision needs to be reached as to whether current evidence is sufficient to unequivocally conclude that a particular allele is relevant for the phenotype. Whenever possible and feasible the decision should be based on large epidemiological studies and on a meta-analysis of all available studies. As a general rule, clinical (e.g. assessment of the relevance of an obesity allele for comorbid conditions), epidemiological and functional studies only appear warranted if an initial association finding has been unequivocally confirmed. Otherwise, the risk of pursuing falsepositive findings appears substantial.
Melanocortin-4 Receptor Gene
The necessity to validate findings can best be illustrated by delineating findings obtained for the obesity gene that has up to now been investigated most frequently: the MC4R. The MC4R was originally viewed as a candidate gene for obesity in light of a rodent study showing an elevated body weight of heterozygous knock-out mice and clear-cut obesity in homozygous knockouts [30] . Many groups pursued mutation screens Obesity Facts 2008;1: [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] Polygenic Obesity in Humans 37 of the MC4R after the initial detection of a small number of different mutations in obese humans only [31] [32] [33] . Currently, more than 90 different infrequent non-synonymous, nonsense and frame shift mutations in the MC4R have been described, mostly in extremely obese individuals [e.g. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . In vitro assays showed that most of these mutations lead to total or partial loss of function. Among extremely obese individuals combined frequencies for all functionally relevant mutations typically range from 2 to 5%; approximately 0.5% of the normal weight population also harbors such mutations. Mutations are possibly more common in extremely obese children than in adults with extreme adiposity. It is widely assumed that such mutations entail monogenic obesity with an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance. However, the obesogenic effect of such mutations was not confirmed in a population-based sample [35] , in which a total of six carriers were all within the normal weight range, thus clearly necessitating further research as to the relevance of these mutations at the population level.
The quantitative effect of functionally relevant human MC4R mutations on body weight was determined in a family setting based on obese index cases harboring a mutation. Carriers of these mutations had significantly higher current BMI than their wild-type relatives. This amounted to 4.5 and 9.5 kg/m 2 in males and females, respectively. Additional genetic and/or environmental factors are obviously also operative in these families, which accordingly also contribute to the obesity of the index cases [38] . It is thus a matter of debate as to whether these mutations are really indicative of monogenic obesity. We would rather prefer to term the MC4R as an oligogene. Interestingly, the MC4R can also be considered as a polygene: It was shown that unexpectedly the minor allele of one (Val103Ile, rs2229616) of two MC4R polymorphisms is negatively associated with obesity [1] [2] [3] . In light of the infrequency of this polymorphism and the small effect size, large study groups had to be screened. Several groups detected Val103Ile [e.g. 33, 34, 39] ; heterozygotes for the 103Ile allele were identified in 2-9% of subjects of these different populations [1] . This polymorphism had originally been considered as irrelevant for body weight regulation because both association and functional studies had initially been negative. However, a family-based TDT [29] in 520 trios ascertained via an obese child or adolescent revealed a reduced transmission of the Ile103 allele (10 transmissions versus 25 non-transmissions; p = 0.02). This unexpected finding led to a meta-analysis. Most groups had reported a (slightly) higher frequency of the Ile103 allele in controls than in obese cases. A meta-analysis comprising 7,713 individuals in total (3,631 obese cases and 4,082 controls), including novel data and all previously published reports, substantiated the evidence for a negative association of the Ile103 allele with obesity (odds ratio (OR) 0.69; 95% confidence interval (95%-CI) 0.59-0.99). An effect estimate of -0.48 kg/m 2 was calculated for Ile103 carriers (p = 0.22; sexand age-adjusted regression analysis), which is approximately equivalent to a reduction of 1.5 kg in a 1.8 m tall individual [1] .
In light of previously negative functional findings, the two receptor variants were again compared in in vitro assays [1] . However, differences were not found although minor functional alterations are difficult to exclude via such assays. Additionally, the 5' and 3' regions of the MC4R coding region were re-sequenced, and four other SNPs were detected, three of which were in total linkage disequilibrium with the original polymorphism. None of these readily explained the negative association with obesity [1] . The negative association of 103Ile with obesity could later be reconfirmed in a large epidemiological study group comprising 7,937 individuals [2] . Recently, a second meta-analysis encompassing a total of 29,563 individuals also confirmed the initial finding [3] . As the Val103Ile polymorphism showed normal endogenous agonist binding properties and normal cell surface receptor expression levels, it had been difficult to link the Ile103 allele with a potential molecular effect. Recently, the 103Ile MC4R revealed a modest (two-fold) but statistically significant decrease in antagonist hAGRP(87-132) potency, which is consistent with the obesity protective effect conferred by this variant [40] . The effect of β-MSH, a potent agonist at the MC4R [41] , seemed to be increased for the MC4R-103Ile [40] . Hence, both, the lower antagonist and the increased agonist potencies are compatible with an improved MC4R function, which could explain the weight reducing effect of the variant. Recently, the contribution of the second non-synonymous polymorphism Ile251Leu to obesity was analyzed in 16,797 individuals of European origin from nine independent case-control, population-based and familial cohorts. In eight of nine studies a consistent negative association of 251Leu variant (prevalence between 0.41-1.21%) with both childhood and extreme adult obesity (OR ranging from 0.25 to 0.76; p < 0.05) and with modulation of BMI in the general populations was shown. Meta-analyses of previously published and novel data provided strong evidence of the protective effect of MC4R-251Leu toward obesity (OR = 0.52, p = 3.58 × 10 -5 ) [42] . To conclude, the MC4R has been shown to harbor a total of more than 90 rare mutations, which in most cases have been shown to result in a reduced receptor function in in vitro studies. Based on a comparison of family members with and without functionally relevant mutations, the effect sizes of such mutations were found to on average be in the magnitude of 4.5 and 9 kg/m 2 in males and females, respectively. In addition, polygenic effects in the range of 0.5 kg/m 2 have been attributed to the two polymorphisms in this gene. Thus, genetic variants in this receptor gene can strongly predispose to obesity or provide a minor protective effect.
The Novel Strategy: Identification of Polygenes via Genome-Wide Association Studies
Recently GWA studies have become feasible through major improvements in high-throughput chip technologies that can Hinney/Hebebrand process hundreds of thousands of SNPs quickly and affordably. The power of GWA studies for the detection of genes/alleles for different complex disorders has recently been proven [43, 44] . Especially for type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [4, 6, 7, 45, 46 ] the progress has been impressive. Two obesity findings merit consideration.
Insulin-Induced Gene 2
694 individuals from 288 families of the Framingham Heart Study were screened by a dense, whole-genome scan (Mapping 100K Set; Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA). In both children and adults a common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP; rs7566605) in the vicinity of the INSIG2 was found to be associated with obesity. Confirmation of the initial finding was shown in four of five separate samples comprised of individuals of Western European ancestry, African Americans or German children and adolescents. Approximately 10% of the individuals harbored the CC genotype that predisposes to obesity irrespective of their ethnicity [9] . The GWA in the Framingham families was performed employing a novel test strategy for quantitative traits in a familybased design [47, 48] . The problem of multiple comparisons was circumvented by an analysis that uses an initial screening and a subsequent test step (Pedigree-Based Association Test; PBAT) [48, 49] . In the screening step the parental genotypes were used to select the SNPs and genetic models that best predicted the phenotypes of the offspring. The subsequent test step relied on a family-based association test (FBAT) [50] to test only the previously selected SNPs for association with obesity using measured genotypes of the offspring. FBAT is a more general version of the TDT [29] , assessing transmission disequilibrium of an allele from the parents to the offspring in relation to the phenotype. For this procedure it is crucial that the measured genotypes of the offspring are only used for the test, but not for the screening step. As the screening step stochastically selected the alleles that are putatively transmitted from the parent to the offspring, the test step (FBAT) is statistically independent from the screening step. Thus, the analyses in the screening step do not bias the significance level of the subsequently performed FBAT analyses [47] . Hence, it is only necessary to adjust FBAT results for the number of comparisons performed during the test step. Therefore, the SNP(s) that reaches significance after adjustment for the number of tests performed in the test step is considered significant at a genome-wide level [47] . Herbert et al. [9] analyzed the 10 SNPs with the highest power estimates in the screening step for association using FBAT [51, 52] . Only one SNP (rs7566605) turned out to be significant after this test procedure (p = 0.0026; after correction for testing 10 SNPs p = 0.026). The SNP is located 10 kb upstream of the INSIG2 gene. The recessive effect on obesity was conferred by the C (minor) allele [9] , as already detected in the original screening step. The OR of the effect was 1.3, hence, the risk for CC homozygotes to become obese was increased by about 30%. The average increase in BMI conferred by the risk genotype was approximately 1 BMI unit. However, apart from four independent confirmations the study also reported a non-confirmation in the 'Nurses Health Study'. The authors related the lack of association to the proportionately lower number of individuals with high BMI among the 2,726 individuals of this as compared to the other study groups.
One of the confirmatory samples comprised study groups from Poland and the USA (1,775 cases and 926 controls), which were combined for the analysis as there was no evidence of heterogeneity. The single study groups would not have resulted in a confirmation. In three independent familybased samples and three studies of unrelated individuals the rs7566605 CC genotype was associated with obesity. The best singular p value was obtained in 368 German parent-child trios in which either a child or adolescent offspring was obese (mean BMI percentile 98.4 ± 1.93). The TDT revealed an overtransmission of the C allele to the obese offspring (p = 0.0017), indicating that rs7566605 is associated with BMI from an early age on. A meta-analysis comprising all four case-control samples showed that the CC genotype was, under a recessive model, significantly associated with obesity (OR = 1.22; 95%-CI 1.05-1.42; p = 0.008 [9] ). Several attempts to replicate the INSIG2 finding have been or are currently being undertaken. Both confirmations [13] as well as negative findings [10] [11] [12] have been reported. Currently, data are being compiled for a large-scale meta-analysis which will in the near future help to clarify if INSIG2 is a real polygene.
Fat Mass and Obesity Associated Gene
One of the genes picked up in GWA studies for T2DM was FTO [4, 6] . Frayling et al. [4] statistically adjusted for BMI and thus found that the association actually pertained to obesity, and not to T2DM. Confirmation for obesity in 13 cohorts with a total of 38,759 individuals and a meta-analysis finally showed that the A-allele of the variant rs9939609 is associated with a 31% increased risk to develop obesity. The 16% of adults who are homozygous for the risk allele on average weighed about 3 kilograms more and had a 1.67-fold increased odds for obesity when compared with those not inheriting a risk allele. Subsequently, an additional confirmation in a total of 25,508 European individuals was done [5, 7, 53] . Non-confirmation was reported in Asian populations [54, 55] . The first GWA (Mapping 100K Set) for early onset extreme obesity was recently performed in 487 extremely obese German children and adolescents and 442 lean controls (case-control). Because only individuals of the opposite ends of the quantitative distribution BMI were included, this study was highly powered to detect obesity genes. It was the first GWA with a primary focus on obesity (obesity GWA cessive and dominant models were analyzed with the main focus on the additive model based on the theory of additive effects of common alleles [56] . Six SNPs in FTO showed the strongest evidence for association with obesity (best SNP: rs1121980; additive model: nominal p = 0.0000001129; OR for heterozygosity and homozygosity for the risk T-allele 1.67 and 2.76, respectively [8] ). Of the best 15 GWA hits 11 SNPs including two FTO SNPs were subsequently genotyped in 644 independent obesity families based on at least one young obese index patient. FBAT revealed confirmation of the initial finding just for the two FTO SNPs (both corrected p ≤ 0.01). Of the 9 other SNPs none of the risk alleles was associated with obesity in the independent families. Hence, this first obesity GWA represents a further proof of concept for GWAs to detect genes relevant for highly complex phenotypes such as obesity and demonstrates the power of carefully selected patient samples.
In a previous case-control study, which also comprised obese German children, the best SNP rs1421085 showed a nominal p = 3.46 × 10 -7 (log-additive OR for the risk allele: 1.69, 95%-CI 1.38-2.06 [5] ). The best SNP rs1121980 of the obesity GWA is located near that SNP and linkage disequilibrium is high so that it is not surprising that similar estimated genetic effect sizes were found. Effect sizes for the best markers derived from GWA data sets have been described to be usually overestimated [61] . In our obesity GWA [8] it was shown that this will not always be true.
FTO in Asian Populations
Association between three FTO variants (rs8050136, rs 9939609 and rs9930506) and obesity and related traits was analyzed in a population-based study of 3,210 unrelated Chinese Hans from Shanghai and Beijing. None of the FTO SNPs were found to be associated with obesity, overweight, BMI, waist circumference and body fat percentage, fasting levels of plasma glucose, HbA1c, insulin and beta-cell function (estimated as HOMA-B) under either additive or dominant models in quantitative trait analyses. Hence, a major role of FTO variants for obesity was not detected in a Chinese Han population [54] . Additionally, investigation of population frequencies of FTO variants in six Oceanic populations (Melanesians, Micronesians, and Polynesians) revealed no significant association between the FTO polymorphisms and BMI. The population frequencies ranged between 4.2 and 30.3% in the six Oceanic populations and were similar to those in Southeast and East Asian populations. Hence, there is no evidence to support that FTO polymorphisms underscore the thrifty genotype hypothesis for Oceanic populations [55] .
FTO and Age Effects
The FTO SNPs were shown to be relevant for obesity in both children and adults [4, 5, 7] . In our obesity GWA [8] the effect of the FTO alleles was found to be relevant for both the younger and older children of the study group (determined by median split and analyses of both subgroups). Hence, it is not an effect that is valid only for adolescents. Frayling et al. [4] had originally reported that the association is detectable at 7 years of age already. It persists into the pre-pubertal period and beyond. A meta-analysis addressing developmental aspects should be able to detect a possible age-related effect of the FTO variants.
FTO and Physical Activity FTO rs9939609 was genotyped in a total of 17,508 middleaged Danes. Again, the A-allele was associated with overweight (p = 1 × 10 -12 , OR 1.19, 95%-CI 1.13-1.24) and obesity (p = 2 × 10 -16 , OR 1.27, 95%-CI 1.20-1.34). Obesity-related quantitative traits such as body weight, waist circumference, fat mass, and fasting serum leptin levels were significantly elevated in A-allele carriers. There was an interaction between the FTO rs9939609 genotype and physical activity (p = 0.007), whereby physically inactive homozygous risk A-allele carriers had an increased BMI of 1.95 ± 0.3 kg/m 2 compared with homozygotes for the T-allele. Hence, low physical activity seems to accentuate the effect of FTO rs9939609 on body fat accumulation [53] .
FTO in Linkage Scans
Interestingly, the chromosomal region harboring FTO had been detected in genome-wide linkage scans. The FTO gene locus at chromosome 16q12.2 showed nominal evidence for linkage. However, the overall distribution of summed rank p values below 0.05 was not different from that expected by chance. Nonetheless it is noteworthy that FTO maps to one of the highest ranking bins determined in a meta-analysis of linkage studies for obesity [24] .
Functional Analyses of Fto in Animal Models
Very recently, the function the FTO protein has been studied by detailed computational analysis of the sequence and predicted structure of the protein encoded by FTO. The analysis suggested that human FTO is a member of the non-heme dioxygenase (Fe(II)-and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases) superfamily [57, 58] . The hypothesis was supported by amino acid conservation patterns. Both 2-oxoglutarate and iron should be important for FTO function [58] . Recombinant murine Fto catalyzed the Fe(II)-and 2OG-dependent demethylation of 3-methylthymine in single-stranded DNA. Concomitantly succinate, formaldehyde, and carbon dioxide are produced. Fto localizes to the nucleus in transfected cells which is consistent with a potential role in nucleic acid demethylation. In wild-type mice Fto mRNA is most abundant in the brain, especially in hypothalamic nuclei governing energy balance. In the arcuate nucleus Fto mRNA levels are regulated by feeding and fasting. Future studies will determine the physiologically relevant FTO substrate and how nucleic acid methylation status is linked to an elevated fat mass [57] . Hinney/Hebebrand
Functional Analyses of FTO in Humans
In humans the obesity risk variant rs8050136 was associated with a reduced insulin effect on beta activity, which implicates a lower cerebrocortical response to insulin. This might be a mechanism by which variation in FTO contributes to the pathogenesis of obesity [59] . Recently, Wåhlén et al. [60] suggested a role of the FTO gene in fat cell lipolysis, which may be important in explaining why the gene is implicated in body weight regulation.
Conclusions and Perspectives
Few solidly confirmed polygenes for body weight regulation have been described so far. The 103Ile allele (minor allele) of the MC4R is to our knowledge the first confirmed variant conferring a protection from obesity. As most of the studies included in the respective meta-analyses pertained to adult obese cases, the polygenic effect is obviously not only relevant in children. The effect size of -0.5 kg/m 2 of this allele on mean BMI has so far been assessed in adults only. A novel genome wide scan employing a high-density SNP array led to the identification of a SNP in the vicinity of the INSIG2 which is seemingly relevant for body weight regulation in both children and adults. INSIG2 can currently be tentatively regarded as a polygene, as the frequency of homozygotes for the risk C-allele is high (about 10%) and the conferred risk is relatively small (OR = 1.33). However, there were a number of non-confirmations; a current meta-analysis will reveal if INSIG2 is a true polygene. Very recently, the FTO gene was found to be associated with obesity as detected by GWA for T2DM. Large studies, including a meta-analysis, showed that risk alleles of specific FTO SNPs were associated with a substantially increased risk to develop obesity. The first GWA for extreme early onset obesity (case-control design) again substantiated the association of SNPs in FTO with obesity. This study was a proof of concept for GWA to detect genes relevant for highly complex phenotypes such as obesity and demonstrates the power of carefully selected patient samples. The analysis of genetic factors involved in body weight regulation will substantiate the understanding of the underlying mechanism leading to obesity and hopefully eventually lead to optimized therapies.
